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Abstract. We present a novel method for globally optimal surface seg-
mentation of multiple mutually interacting objects, incorporating both
edge and shape knowledge in a 3-D graph-theoretic approach. Hard sur-
face interacting constraints are enforced in the interacting regions, pre-
serving the geometric relationship of those partially interacting surfaces.
The soft smoothness a priori shape compliance is introduced into the
energy functional to provide shape guidance. The globally optimal sur-
faces can be simultaneously achieved by solving a maximum flow prob-
lem based on an arc-weighted graph representation. Representing the
segmentation problem in an arc-weighted graph, one can incorporate a
wider spectrum of constraints into the formulation, thus increasing seg-
mentation accuracy and robustness in volumetric image data. To the best
of our knowledge, our method is the first attempt to introduce the arc-
weighted graph representation into the graph-searching approach for si-
multaneous segmentation of multiple partially interacting objects, which
admits a globally optimal solution in a low-order polynomial time. Our
new approach was applied to the simultaneous surface detection of blad-
der and prostate. The result was quite encouraging in spite of the low
saliency of the bladder and prostate in CT images.

1 Introduction

In the United States, prostate cancer is one of the most common cancers in
men, accounting for about 25% of all newly diagnosed cases [1]. Precise tar-
get delineation is critical for a successful 3-D radiotherapy treatment planning
for prostate cancer treatment. Automatic segmentation techniques are urgently
needed due to large amounts of 3-D image data that require increased time for
manually contouring.
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The segmentation of pelvic structure is of particularly difficulty. It involves
soft tissues that present a large variability in shape and size. Those soft tissues
also have similar intensity and have seriously mutual influence in position and
shape. Many attempts have been tried in this area, such as registration approach
(e.g. [2]), implicit and explicit models (e.g. [3,4,5]), and bayesian formulation
(e.g. [6]). None of these methods can produce a globally optimal solution with
respect to a task-specific objective function. Freedman et al. [7] developed an
interactive approach based on graph cut method [8]. Their method incorporat-
ing soft shape prior allows for a global optimum. However, it focuses on only
single object (bladder) segmentation and is at least non-trivial to incorporate
mutually interacting surface constraints to simultaneously segment multiple ob-
ject surfaces. We are thus motivated to propose a novel method incorporating
both edge and shape information for globally optimal segmentation of bladder
and prostate.

Our work is a non-trivial extension of the framework proposed by Wu et
al. [9] and Li et al. [10]. Instead of only employing node weights in the graph to
represent the desired segmentation properties, we propose in this paper an arc-
weighted graph representation, which utilizes the weights of both graph nodes
and arcs to incorporate a wider spectrum of constraints, e.g., the soft smooth-
ness a priori shape compliance presented in this paper and other prior shape
knowledge. Hard surface interacting constraints are enforced in interacting re-
gions to preserve geometric relationships between partially interacting boundary
surfaces of prostate and bladder. Soft smoothness shape compliance is further
employed to incorporate shape information. Two mutually interacting optimal
surfaces are then computed by solving a maximum flow problem.

Yin et al. [11] have developed a framework based on the graph-searching ap-
proach for knee-joint segmentation of bones and cartilages. Their work yet was
still limited to using the node-weighted graph representation. Li et al. [12] adopted
the arc-weighted graph representation to incorporate the elliptic shape model
priors and smoothness penalty for simultaneous delineation multiple surfaces
of a single object. Most recently, graph-cut based segmentation methods have
attracted a lot of attention. One of the most influential work is Boykov and
Funka-Lea’s interactive segmentation algorithm for d-D images based on mini-
mum s-t cuts [8], which is topologically flexible and shares some elegance with
the level set methods. However, incorporating a priori shapes and simultane-
ous detection of mutually interacting surfaces into the Boykov framework and
any other previous graph-based methods is at least non-trivial. Also, unlike the
graph cut method, our proposed method requires less/no human interaction.

2 Optimal Segmentation of Multiple Mutually
Interacting Objects Incorporating Both Edge and
Shape Knowledge

To present our method in a comprehensible manner, in this section we con-
sider the task of detecting a terrain-like surface representing the boundary of a
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3-D object in a volumetric image. Note that the simpler principles used for this
illustration are directly applicable to arbitrarily-irregularly meshed surfaces. We
introduce a soft smoothness a priori shape compliance term into the energy
function using an arc-weighted graph model to substantially extended the graph-
searching framework [9,10]. The extension makes it possible to incorporate a
wider spectrum of constraints.

2.1 Problem Formulation

Consider a volumetric image I(X, Y, Z) of size X×Y ×Z. For each (x, y) pair, the
voxel subset {I(x, y, z)|0 ≤ z < Z} forms a column parallel to the z-axis, denoted
by Col(x, y). Each column has a set of neighborhoods for a certain neighbor
setting, e.g., four-neighbor relationship [10]. The surface of particularly interest
in I, denoted S(x, y), is the terrain-like surface which intersects with exactly
one voxel of each column of voxels parallel to the z-axis. A surface is considered
feasible if it satisfies certain smoothness constraints. Specifically, if I(x1, y1, z1)
and I(x2, y2, z2) are two voxels on the surface from neighboring columns in the
x-direction, then |z1 − z2| ≤ Δx, where Δx is a specified smoothness parameter.
Similar constraints exist for neighboring columns in the y-direction.

Let Γ = [0..X −1]× [0..Y −1] denote the grid domain of image I. We enforce
a surface interacting constraints for each pair of the sought surfaces Si and Sj

in mutually interacting region Rij ⊆ Γ , on which both Si and Sj are interacting
each other. For any (x, y) ∈ Rij , if I(x, y, z) ∈ Si and I(x, y, z′) ∈ Sj , then we
have δl

ij ≤ z′ − z ≤ δu
ij , where δl

ij ≥ 0 and δu
ij ≥ 0 are two specified surface

interacting constraints. An edge-based cost ci(x, y, z) is assigned to each voxel
I(x, y, z) for each target surface Si, which is inversely related to the likelihood
that the desired surface contains the voxel. Yet utilizing only image edge informa-
tion may not be sufficient. To make full use of priori information and incorporate
a wider spectrum of constraints, we introduce into the objective function a soft
smoothness a priori shape compliance energy term Esmooth(S) for surface S,
with Esmooth(S) =

∫
Γ

φ(∇S), where φ is a smoothness penalty function. Assume
that N is a given neighborhood system on Γ . For any p(x, y) ∈ Γ , let S(p)
denote the z-coordinate of the voxel I(x, y, z) on S. Then, the discrete form of
a priori shape compliance smoothness energy Esmooth(S) can be expressed as
Σ(p,q)∈N fp,q(|S(p) − S(q)|), where fp,q is a non-decreasing function associated
with two neighboring columns of p and q that penalizes the shape changes of S
on p and q. Then our enhanced optimal surface detection (EOSD) problem
seeks an optimal set S of λ surfaces in I such that (1) each individual surface
satisfies hard smoothness constraints; (2) each pair of surfaces satisfies surface
interacting constraints; and (3) the cost α(S) induced by S, with the form

α(S) =
λ∑

i=1

∑

Ii(x,y,z)∈Si

ci(x, y, z) +
λ∑

i=1

∑

(p,q)∈N
f (i)

p,q(|Si(p) − Si(q)|) (1)

is minimized. In this paper, we focus on the linear smoothness penalty functions,
i.e., fp,q(h) = a · h + b (a and b are a constant, h = 0, 1, 2, ...) between two
neighboring columns Col(p) and Col(q).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Graph construction for mutually interacting objects. An example 2-D slice
from a 3-D image is presented. (a) Intra-column arcs (yellow arrows) and inter-column
arcs(green arrows). The hard smoothness parameter is set 1. (b) Inter-surface arcs (blue
and red arrows) on the interacting region. For visualization, the slice on the interacting
region is duplicated and visualized in two separated slices. The distance between two
surfaces ranges from δl

ij = 1 to δu
ij = 2. (c) Incorporating a linear smoothness penalty.

The feasible surface S cuts the arcs with a total weight of 2a on the neighboring
columns Col(p) and Col(q), which measures the smoothness shape compliance term
of α(S) for the two neighboring columns. Green arrow shows the hard smoothness
constraints (inter-column arcs) with parameter 2.

2.2 The Arc-Weighted Graph Representation for Incorporating A
Priori Shape Knowledge

In the original graph-searching model [9,10], only the node weights in a graph
was used to represent the desired segmentation properties, e.g., edge-based im-
age costs. To incorporate a prior shape knowledge, we utilize the weights of both
graph nodes and arcs (directed graph edges) to represent the desired segmenta-
tion properties. The basic idea is to reduce the EOSD problem to the minimum
s-excess problem [9]. A directed graph G containing λ node-disjoint subgraphs
{Gi = (Vi, Ei) : i = 1, 2, ..., λ} is defined, in which every node Vi(x, y, z) ∈ Vi

represents exactly one voxel I(x, y, z). Both intra-column arcs and inter-column
arcs are added to ensure the monotonicity of the target surfaces and the hard
smoothness constraints (Fig.1(a)), as described in [10]. To enforce the surface in-
teracting constraints between any two sought surfaces Si and Sj on the given mu-
tually interacting region Rij , the inter-surface arcs with +∞ weights are added
(Fig.1(b)). Suppose for the two sought surfaces Si and Sj , the prior knowledge
puts Si below Sj and the distance between Si and Sj ranges from δl

ij to δu
ij . A

directed arc is put from each node Vj(x, y, z) with (x, y) ∈ Rij and z < Z − δl
ij

to node Vi(x, y, z + δl
ij) in Gi. This ensures that if voxel I(x, y, z) lies on surface

Sj , then the voxel I(x, y, z′) on Si must be no “lower” than voxel I(x, y, z + δl
ij)

(i.e., z′ ≥ z + δl
ij). On the other hand, each node Vi(x, y, z) with (x, y) ∈ Rij

and z ≥ δl
ij has an arc to Vj(x, y, z′) with z′ = max{0, z − δu

ij}, making sure
that if I(x, y, z) is on Si, then the voxel of Col(x, y) on Sj must be no “lower”
than voxel I(x, y, z′). To incorporate the linear smoothness penalty, for any two
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neighboring columns Col(p) and Col(q) with p = (x, y) and q = (x′, y′), node
Vi(x, y, z) has one arc to node Vi(x′, y′, z) as well as one arc from Vi(x′, y′, z)
to Vi(x, y, z), each with an arc-weight of a for all z = 1, ..., Z − 1. If a feasible
surface Si intersects columns Col(p) and Col(q) at Si(p) and Si(q), respectively,
a total weight of a · (|Si(p) − Si(q)|) contributes to the corresponding cut in
G, which is equivalent to the soft smoothness penalty f

(i)
p,q(|Si(p) − Si(q)|) for

the minimization problem while considering that b is a constant for any feasible
surface Si (Fig.1(c)). Thus, the linear smoothness penalty is incorporated.

The weight of each node in the graph is set as described in [10]. With this
constructed graph G, an optimal cut C∗ = (A∗, Ā∗) (A∗ ∪ Ā∗ = V ) in G min-
imizing the total weight of nodes in A∗ plus the total arc weight of C∗ defines
an optimal set S∗ of λ surfaces in I minimizing the objective function α(S∗).
Note that C∗ can be computed efficiently using the maximum flow algorithm in
a low-order polynomial time [9]. The optimal λ surfaces can then be recovered
by computing the upper envelope of the optimal cut C∗.

3 Simultaneous Surface Detection of Bladder and
Prostate

In this section, we apply our optimal graph searching method developed in
Section 2 for simultaneous segmentation of bladder and prostate in 3-D CT
images. Our approach mainly consists of two stages: (a) Pre-segmentation of the
objects of interest. An approximation of target surfaces can be obtained, which
gives useful information about the topological structures of the target objects.
(b) Accurate delineation using graph optimization based on the pre-segmented
surface mesh. The use of surface mesh allows our method to readily incorporate
shape priors and the known topology.

3.1 Pre-segmentation of Bladder and Prostate

A 3-D geodesic active contour method [13] was conducted for pre-segmentation
of the bladder. Three user-defined points were required as an initial input. The
prostate shows a much better coherency in shape than bladder. Hence we com-
puted the mean shape of the prostate from the training set of eight 3-D manual
segmentation. Then an approximate bounding box of interest for prostate is
interactively defined and the obtained mean shape was roughly fitted into the
never-before seen CT images using rigid transformations as the pre-segmentation
result. Note that the pre-segmentation results only serve to provide a basic topo-
logical structure information, thus we do not require accurate segmentation at
this stage. The statement was proved in the following experiments. Overlap-
ping between pre-segmented prostate and bladder is also allowed, which can be
resolved in the graph optimization step.

3.2 Graph Construction and Optimization

From pre-segmentation results, two triangulated meshes were generated using
isosurfacing algorithm (e.g., marching cubes) to specify neighboring relations
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among voxels on sought surfaces. As described in Section 2.2, to utilize our
arc-weighted graph representation for mutually interacting surface detection, a
one-to-one correspondence between two surface meshes needed to be computed
on “interacting regions”, which were defined according to the distance between
two pre-segmented surfaces. Note that prostate and bladder are always almost
attached to each other or with a very small distance away. Thus we simply pro-
jected the pre-segmented prostate surface mesh on the interacting region to the
mesh of the pre-segmented bladder boundary surface. Then we use the projected
mesh patch to replace the original bladder surface mesh on the interacting region.
Thus, a one-to-one mesh correspondence on interacting region was established
since two new meshes on that area have exactly the same topological structure.

For each vertex of the two triangulated meshes, a vector of voxels (columns)
was created. The number of nodes on each column depends on the required res-
olution. For columns outside the interacting region, the normal at each mesh
vertex was used as the column (sampling) direction. For each mesh vertex on
the interacting region, a column of voxels that captures both prostate and blad-
der boundaries, was computed along the average normal of the pre-segmented
prostate mesh for enforcing the surface interacting constrains between the blad-
der and prostate boundaries.

A weighted directed graph G was then constructed as in Section 2.2. To incor-
porate the shape priori knowledge, we employed a linear soft smoothness penalty
fp,q(h) = a · h + b (h = 0, 1, 2, ...) between two neighboring columns Col(p) and
Col(q), where a and b are constant parameters. In our experiments, we set a = 5
and b = 0 according to the experimental results on the training set.

Cost function design plays an important role for successful surface detec-
tion. In our segmentation, the gradient-based cost function was employed for
edge-based costs. The negative magnitude of the gradient of the image I was
computed at each voxel as cedge = |∇I|.

Observe that intensities of bladder and prostate are generally higher than
surrounding tissues. A Sobel kernel was used to favor a bright-to-dark transition.

4 Experiments and Results

21 3-D CT images from different patients with prostate cancer were employed
for validation. No contrast agent was filled. 8 datasets were randomly selected as
the training set to build a shape model of prostate. Segmentation experiments
were carried out on the remaining 13 datasets. The resolution of image ranges
from 0.98 × 0.98 × 3.00 mm3 to 1.60 × 1.60 × 3.00 mm3.

The computed results were compared with the expert tracing outlines. We
employed the methods similiar to those used in [3] for the quantitative mea-
sures, which include the following: (1) The probability of detection υd, calculated
as the fraction of the expert-defined target object that was contained by our
computed result; (2) The probability of false alarm υfa, calculated as the frac-
tion of our computed target object that lies outside the expert-defined result;
and (3) The unsigned surface distance error sd, computed as the distance be-
tween the expert-defined surface and our computed surface, which was expressed
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Table 1. Overall quantitative results for the bladder-prostate segmentation

With soft smoothness Without soft smoothness

υd υfa sd(mm) υd υfa sd(mm)

Bladder 0.958 0.115 1.04±1.00 0.958 0.120 1.09±1.02
Prostate 0.852 0.136 1.38±1.08 0.800 0.122 1.48±1.17

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. The bladder (yellow) and prostate (blue) segmentation results. (a) Transverse
view. (b) Coronal view. (c) Sagittal view.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Comparison of simultaneous bladder-prostate segmentation. (a) Linear
smoothness penalty used. (b) No soft smoothness penalty. Identical hard smoothness
constraints and cost functions were used.

as mean±standard deviation. To test the effectiveness of using soft smoothness
a priori shape compliance energy, experiments were conducted for all image
datasets with and without using the soft-smoothness term.

The result is shown in Table. 1. Our approach generally produced a high-
quality segmentation (i.e., υd near 0.9, υfa near 0.1), which is similar to the
inter-expert variability as reported in [5,14]. By using the soft smoothness term,
segmentation results for prostate were obviously improved in 9 out of 13 datasets.
The improvement for bladder was relatively small.

Illustrative results of our experiments are shown in Fig. 2(a)-(c) for three
views. From all views, our surface interacting constraints work quite well with
no overlapping of prostate and bladder on the interacting region. Fig. 3 shows the
comparison of simultaneous bladder-prostate segmentation segmentation results
with and without soft smoothness term, exhibiting expected improvement.

A nature question is that how sensitive the final segmentation is to pre-
segmentation result. To answer this question, two different experiments were
conducted. First, pre-segmentation results of bladder and prostate were per-
turbed by 2 voxels separately in each of the in-plane directions, resulting in 12
pre-segmented results for each dataset. Second, pre-segmentation results were
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scaled up by a factor of 1.1 and scaled down by 0.9 for the bladder and the
prostate separately, resulting in 4 more pre-segmentions for each dataset. The
experiments were done on one randomly chosen dataset. For all 16 perturbed
and scaled pre-segmentations, the final segmentations remain successful, and the
mean unsigned surface distance error was 1.10 mm for bladder and 1.13 mm for
prostate, which are comparable to the original results: 1.09 mm for bladder and
1.07 mm for prostate.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a novel graph-searching method using an arc-weighted
graph representation for simultaneous segmentation of bladder and prostate. Our
method provides a general framework for simultaneous segmentation of multiple
partially interacting surfaces belonging to multiple objects in an optimal fashion
with respect to a task-specific objective function. The arc-weighted graph repre-
sentation allows an easy incorporation of a wider spectrum of constraints while uti-
lizing weighted combinations of edge- and shape-based costs. 13 3-D CT datasets
were employed for validation. The result is quite impressive considering the diffi-
culty of the segmentation for pelvic structures.
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